
STATE DIRECTOR • JOB DESCRIPTION

About MAM
Modern American Miss™ (“MAM”) was established in 2017 and designed to be a disruptive system in the pageantry industry.

The founder had the innovative vision to focus on the holistic experience a system can bring to those involved in every aspect

of pageantry, both on stage and off. MAM serves to provide charismatic and well-rounded young girls and women with a

platform to grow in character and confidence and a personalized, diverse and competitive experience tailored to honing in on

their individual, unique strengths. Respect for the long-honored traditions of the industry complemented by an ever-evolving,

always timely fusion of modern American cultural trends sets MAM apart as the new, premiere system on the state and national

levels of pageantry.

Responsibilities
• Direct and produce a high-quality state pageant experience for the Modern American Miss system on an annual basis

• Use creative marketing tactics targeting a statewide audience to recruit contestants

• Process prospective contestant applications for eligibility to compete

• Manage state pageant social media accounts

• Develop an attractive prize package for state winners inclusive of sponsor contributions

• Handle accounting responsibilities with respect to contestant entry fees, state pageant budget and national pageant

expenses

• Select a distinguished panel of judges for the state competition and provide meticulous coordination of their participation

• Put together a productive team of volunteers or staff to help prepare for, produce and execute the state pageant

• Maintain unbiased yet informative communication lines with contestants leading up to the state competition

• Collaborate with the national pageant Executive Director on all administrative and logistical deliverables

• Act as a mentor and coach for state titleholders as they prepare to compete at the national pageant

• Attend the national pageant to support state titleholders’ efforts, schedule and finances permitting

• Represent the MAM pageant system in a professional, consistent and positive light in all system-related endeavors by

upholding the system’s objectives and values for its participants

• Develop relationships with other state directors to foster teamwork, standardization and collaboration

• Communicate with the national pageant office to provide feedback that will facilitate constant improvement and

evolution of the MAM pageantry experience

Preferred Competencies
• Pageantry experience as a competitor, coach, judge or director

• Passion for the pageantry industry

• Event planning experience

• Social media savvy

Apply
Email a cover letter detailing interest and relevant experience:

info@modernamericanmiss.com

mailto:info@modernamericanmiss.com

